MIZRACHI MATTERS
PARSHAT KI TISSA / SHABBAT PARAH

בס"ד

Friday, 13 March (17 Adar)

Mincha & Ma’ariv: 6:10pm1
Candle Lighting: 6:30-6:35pm
Friday
13 March
17 Adar

Saturday
14 March
18 Adar

Mincha & Ma’ariv: 6:10pm2 (OHR DAVID)
Candle Lighting: 6:30-6:35pm
Sunday
15 March
19 Adar

Monday
16 March
20 Adar

Monday
17 March
21 Adar

Mincha & Ma’ariv: 7:15pm3
Candle Lighting: 7:23pm
Wednesday
18 March
22 Adar

Thursday
19 March
23 Adar

Friday
20 March
24 Adar

1. Beit Yehuda 2. Kehillat Ohr David 3. Beit Midrash (Beit Haroeh Shabbat Morning) 4 . Bnei Akiva 5 . Elsternwick 6 . Midrashah 7 . Goldberger Hall

Shacharit
Dawn
Tallit & Tefillin
Sunrise
Sh'ma ()גר״א
Earliest Mincha
Mincha
Early Shabbat Candles
Mincha / Maa'riv
Plag HaMincha ()גר״א
Sunset
Night/Shabbat Ends
Second Ma'ariv

DAF YOMI

6:30am1; 7:00am2
7:30am1

7:30am1
9:30am1-4

6:05am
6:25am
7:17am
10:23am
2:01pm
6:10pm
6:30-6:35pm

6:06am
6:26am
7:18am
10:23am
2:00pm

6:07am
6:27am
7:19am
10:23am
2:00pm

7:15pm1
6:24pm
7:41pm
8:21pm

7:05pm1
6:22pm
7:40pm
8:20pm

Shabbat 7
8:15am

Shabbat 8

Bechorot
4:2-3

Bechorot
4:4-5

6:30am1; 7:00am2
7:15am1

6:20am1; 7:00am2
7:30am1

6:30am1; 7:00am2
7:30am1

6:08am
6:28am
7:20am
10:24am
2:00pm

6:09am
6:29am
7:21am
10:24am
1:59pm

6:10am
6:30am
7:22am
10:24am
1:59pm

6:11am
6:31am
7:23am
10:24am
1:58pm

6:12am
6:32am
7:24am
10:25am
1:58pm
6:05pm
6:25-6:30pm

6:10pm1
6:21pm
7:38pm
8:18pm
9:30pm3

6:10pm1
6:20pm
7:37pm
8:17pm
9:30pm3

6:10pm1
6:19pm
7:35pm
8:15pm
9:30pm3

6:10pm1
6:17pm
7:34pm
8:14pm
9:30pm3

6:10pm1
6:16pm
7:32pm
8:12pm
9:30pm3

7:15pm1
6:15pm
7:31pm
8:11pm

Shabbat 9
8:45am
8:45pm

Shabbat 10
8:15am
8:45pm

Shabbat 11
8:15am
8:45pm

Shabbat 12
8:15am
8:45pm

Shabbat 13
8:15am
8:45pm

Shabbat 14
8:15am

Bechorot
4:6-7

Bechorot
4:8-9

Bechorot
4:10-5:1

Bechorot
5:2-3

Bechorot
5:4-5

Bechorot
5:6-6:1

Between Mincha
and Ma'ariv

Between Mincha and
Ma'ariv

5:55pm

Between Mincha and Between Mincha Between Mincha and
Ma'ariv
and Ma'ariv
Ma'ariv

EVENTS

YAHRZEITS

6:30am1; 7:00am2
7:30am1

“(Trying to) Truly
Kli Yakar on
Lunch and Learn
“Following in the
Lunch and Learn
Understand Rashi”
the Parsha
R’ Danny Mirvis
Footsteps of our
R’ Danny Mirvis
shiur for students &
for women
1:00pm
Fathers”
Lvl 28, 101 Collins St
young adults with R’
R’ Danny Mirvis
11:00am
1:00pm
Gemara B’Iyun Shiur
James Kennard
9:30am
11 Morrice Street
R’ Yehoshua Asulin
Parasha Shiur
8:30pm
Speaker:
Tzurba Communal
7:45pm
(Ivrit Kala)
R’ Yehoshua Asulin R’ Yehoshua Asulin
Shiur
R’ Yehoshua Asulin
Gary’s Gemara Shiur @
8:30pm
8:30pm
8:30pm
Advanced
Sefer Devarim
Beginners
Gemara Shiur for
for women
Gemara Shiur for
Women with Rabbanit
Michal Kaufman
Women with Rabbanit Ahuva Tsykin at 8:30pm6
9:00pm
Ahuva Tsykin at
8:30pm6

SHIURIM

MISHNAH
YOMIT

7:00am1; 8:00am1 6:20am1; 7:00am2
7:30am1
9:00am3

Eva & Geoff Seidner
(Daughter)
Haya Mond
(Mother)
Michael Granek
(Father)
Helen Granek
(Husband)
Suzi Reisner
(Mother)

Matzevah in memory
of Mr. Harry Fixler
 ע"ה10:30am at
Springvale
Matzevah in memory
of Mr. Andrew
Wyman ע"ה
Midday at Springvale
Beit Haroeh AGM
Home of Abi Cooper

Chill n Cholent
9:45pm

Barry Kave
(Mother)

Brigetta Paneth
(Husband)
Pinny, Michael, Kovi
& Tunni Paneth
(Father)

Mizrachi Matters can now be found on the Mizrachi website at http://mizrachi.com.au/mizrachi-matters/
or on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/MizrachiMelb

Judy Joss
(Husband)

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov to:
Amity Paluch

on the occasion of her Bat Mitzvah
Mazal tov to her parents: Aviva & Doron Paluch
Mazel tov to her grandparents: Florette & Michael Matzner and Kathy & Avi Paluch
Mazal tov to her great grandparents: Fania Kasriel, Hanka Paluch and Olga
Grossman

BAR / BAT MITZVAH ANNIVERSARIES:

Joshua Jones, Eli Fisher, Gidon Fixler, Joel Bierenkrant,
Robbie Lowinger, Matan Slonim (Parah)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY:

Saturday: Ruth Wein
Sunday: Yvette Schmidt
Monday: Ari Schachna, Gilda Moss, Orly Strum
Wednesday: Aviva Debinski
Thursday: Danny Gruber, Danny Karp (HBD)
Friday: Alex Mihalovich, Noam White

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES:

Saturday: Ely & Lynette Schachna, Debby & Ari Schachna
Wednesday: Elyse & Sam Schachna

Beit Midrash learning program: Hillel Hammer
& John Kraus
If you have an occasion or milestone event that you would like to be mentioned in Mizrachi Matters,
please email it to office@mizrachi.com.au by 12:00pm on Thursdays

From the Gush
Rav Moshe Taragin
Ki Tisa - The Mitzvah of Shabbat
The mitzvah of Shabbat is so seminal that it surfaces in five different parshiyot in Sefer
Shemot. Among these ‘appearances” is the discussion of Shabbat in one of the opening
segments of this week’s parsha- Ki Tisa. This particular account of Shabbat highlights two
themes. Firstly, Shabbat is presented as a special covenant between the Jews and HKB”H“ot hi beini u’vein bnei Yisrael”. Violation of Shabbat betrays this covenant and is,
essentially, a defection from our basic relationship with G-d. For this reason, Shabbat
violation is treated fundamentally different from violations of other mitzvoth. The term
“shomer Shabbat” is sometimes employed to denote a person who possesses an overall
commitment to Halachik fidelity because it is truly representative of a broader covenant.
The second “new” theme of this Shabbat section in Ki Tisa is conveyed by the phrase
“shabbaton kodesh L’Hashem “(a day which is sanctified to G-d). This phrase announces
both the purpose of Shabbat as well as the texture of the Shabbat experience. The demand
for cessation of all creative human activity on Shabbat is meant to recap Divine Creation.
Fundamentally, G-d should have created endlessly since there are no limits to His infinite
abilities. Logically, His creation should be unending; under these conditions our world
would be in a constant state of flux without any stability or predictability. Yet, He
unnaturally ceased after six days effectively carving out space for human enterprise. By
simulating this withdrawal, we acknowledge both His creation as well as His cessation- a
abstaining which was absolutely vital in providing space for human affairs.
During Shabbat we acknowledge this theme by enunciating Divine creation in our Kiddush
(which has Biblical roots) as well as in our prayers (whose liturgy is a Rabbinic
elaboration). However, in addition to these announcements, we denote Divine creation by
halting all human activity and creating a day which is dedicated to, and sanctified for Gd. Shabbat is meant to be absent of human industry and, to a degree, bereft of convenience
and comfort. This “padlocking” of human activity enables both spiritual ambience as well
as an ability to contemplate our faith and our relationship with G-d. Parshat Ki Tisa also
marks the debut of the term “shabbat shabaton”, which underlines the absolute and
unconditional cessation of human experience to yield a more expanded religious
consciousness. This is the portrait of Shabbat depicted in parshat Ki Tisa: a day dedicated
to G-d in which human experience is abridged.
As the expression goes: Shabbat has come a “long” way. Successive waves of
mechanization and automation have converted our Shabbat into comfortable and even
luxurious weekends. We are rarely forced to make significant lifestyle sacrifices or to
diminish our personal comfort level on behalf of Shabbat. Beyond modern conveniences
and the luxury they provide for our Shabbat experience, over the past two generations,
our world has become more chaotic and constantly “wired”; this has re-framed Shabbat
as a coveted day of respite with ample opportunity to decompress and detach. Without
question, these experiences are integral to Shabbat and are institutionalized through the
mitzvah of “oneg Shabbat” which demands that we experience luxury and comfort. The
respite and rejuvenation of Shabbat should not be trivialized.

Yet, it is more than fair and honest to wonder: in the absence of any meaningful
“sacrifices” for Shabbat or any significant reduction of our weekly comfort levels, do we
continue to sense the day which is dedicated to G-d? The image of a simple and “meager”
Shabbat with diminished comfort seems extremely foreign to most of us.
A few years ago, the New York Times published an article written by a Shabbat-observant
woman who shared the joy of Shabbat with a broader, non-Jewish audience. She extolled
the “down time” with her family, and the ability to remain at home in pajamas while
playing family games and enjoying each other’s company. Shabbat was being successfully
“marketed” to the modern imagination as an elixir for many of the stresses of modern life!
What happened to Shabbat l’Hashem?
It must be restated that, unquestionably, the enhancement of Shabbat experience is a
welcome development. Judaism doesn’t celebrate deprivation and, when given the
opportunity to improve our lives, we embrace it as part of an overall religious mandate to
perfect our world and advance human prosperity. Regarding Shabbat in particular, many
important components of Shabbat such as family, community, study, and personal
reflection all can be enriched if the Shabbat environment is upgraded. Yet, “Shabbat
l’Hashem” becomes diluted if Shabbat is centered solely around comfort and if Shabbat is
aligned solely with human needs. This week’s parsha reminds us of the “other” aspect of
Shabbat – the one in which human beings are commanded to withdraw, relinquish and
abandon convenience for the sake of reliving the creation of the universe. Shabbat invites
us to exchange human convention on behalf of 24 hours in the company of G-d.
This challenge - to retain the sacrifice of Shabbat as our comfort level rises- is reflective of
a broader religious challenge. A very popular expression of previous generations was
the Yiddish adage “it is shver (difficult) to be a Yid”. Indeed, previous generations
sacrificed much on behalf of their religion and bore what sometimes felt like a very heavy
religious burden. The conditions of life, in general, were harsh and religious adherence
sometimes intensified the challenges. Additionally, history wasn’t always kind to Jews and
living through economic deprivation and political persecution oftentimes cast religion as
a glorious burden- but none the less a heavy one. In the past two generations religion has
become reformulated and repackaged. We no longer cast Judaism as “difficult” or
burdensome or suppressive to human experience. We deeply believe that our religion
ennobles and enhances our lives. So often, we associate religion with the following words:
meaning, purpose, content, values, idealism, fulfillment. Has the pendulum swung too
far? Isn’t religion also termed as “avodas Hashem” which literally translates into toil and
labor? Do we see ourselves as clients of religion – drawing its benefits, or do we view
ourselves as servants called upon to sacrifice on behalf of religion. As a mental experiment,
perhaps pose the following question to yourself: When is the last time you performed
something “DIFFICULT” as part of your religion? So much of modern religion has been
smoothed out. Kosher food for many Jews is readily available, and most of our religious
duties are easily dispensed. Without any struggle in religion are we abandoning the notion
of
avodas
Hashem?
Has
religion
become
TOO
emulsified?
It is crucial that we wed religious consciousness to the modern milieu and to the modern
imagination. In our culture of convenience Shabbat has benefitted and its growing
popularity is a welcome development. This upgrading of Shabbat can’t come at the cost of
“Shabbat l’Hashem”. In more general terms, enabling religion cannot come at the cost of
working and toiling for religion or avodas Hashem.

Adar 5780
Dear Friends,
As we begin to prepare ourselves for the chag of Pesach it is important to remember the needs of those less fortunate and ensure
that they have the means to celebrate the chag as intended. The Maot Chitim Fund is designed to facilitate this on a practical
level and provide every member of our wider community with the necessary provisions to celebrate the upcoming chag.
Throughout the year the Mizrachi Charity Fund (MCF) is committed to providing members of our extended community with the
necessary support to ensure that they are able to provide for their families adequately. The need is constant and the requests
endless. Unfortunately, there is an increasing number of families within the community that rely on our support in order to
manage their financial burden. The range of support we offer is diverse and we are committed to finding the most beneficial form
of support for each individual case.
*Rivka recently approached MCF in a desperate state. She was heavily pregnant and had just arrived in Melbourne when her
husband suffered a serious accident which would require a long period of recovery. Her husband was not an Australian citizen
and was not eligible to any form of Government support. The couple were not covered by health insurance and faced the reality
of a new baby, extensive medical bills from the accident and no income. Rivka had no family support and no established social
networks to rely upon. Rivka was suffering from extreme stress and anxiety at the prospect of giving birth to a child without any
form of stability in their lives.
*Lea recently fled an emotionally abusive relationship with her two young children and had nowhere to go. She spent weeks
moving between various friends in order to have a roof over her head. Lea struggles with various medical issues which makes
finding any type of employment very difficult. She was desperately trying to find appropriate housing but with no income Lea is
struggling to provide her children with basic needs for survival.
Rivka and Lea and their families are just two examples of families who turned to Mizrachi Charity for assistance when they found
themselves so vulnerable.
We receive requests from families within our community and beyond. The most alarming feature is that many of these requests
are coming from families that are deeply integrated in our close-knit community. The need is literally on our doorstep and it is
something that we cannot ignore.
We are pleased to be able to assist those families that seek our support and the only hurdle we face is having limited funds which
restricts our ability to assist to the full extent required. We are completely reliant on the support of our generous community
which ensures that we sustain our record of distributing approximately $180,000 a year to those who find themselves hungry,
homeless, jobless and with few avenues of support.
Every month, funds are disbursed to provide food vouchers, rental assistance, medical assistance, payment of utilities and
occasionally, financial support in order to retrain or re-educate an individual so that they can return to the workforce. We hope to
do more of this.
As Pesach approaches and we busy ourselves in preparation of this forthcoming Yom Tov, please consider those families whose
added challenges can be alleviated by our thoughtful assistance. We are so grateful for your continued support and are
delighted to advise that donations can now be made online by clicking on our website charity.mizrachi.com.au
Wishing you all a Pesach Kasher V’Sameach Warm regards,

Karen Franks
Mizrachi Charity Fund Executive Director
*Names have been substituted

A. Payment Type: Please tick only one of the following three boxes
 Cash in the sum of $__________ is enclosed.
 Cheque for $__________ is enclosed.
(Cheques should be made payable to “Mizrachi Charity Fund”).

 Please charge my credit card $________________
Credit Card Type:
 Mastercard
 Visa
 AMEX
Credit Card No: ___ ___ ___ ___|___ ___ ___ ___|___ ___ ___ ___|___ ___ ___ ___
Expiry Date:

___ / ___

Name on Card: _____________________________

B. Your Details: Please Print Clearly
Name:

__________________________________________

Address:

__________________________________________

Suburb:

__________________________________________

Postcode:

_____________________

Phone:

_____________________

Email address: _________________________________________

בע"ה

THE SALE OF CHAMETZ
On Pesach it is forbidden to keep “Chametz”, its mixtures and/or derivatives in one’s possession. All “Chametz” not destroyed before
the morning before Pesach must be sold to a non-Jew. This sale must be in strict accordance with Jewish law and is therefore
conducted by a Rabbi well-versed in the particular requirements necessary.
B'dikat Chametz (“Searching for the Chametz”) takes place TUESDAY EVENING, 7 APRIL, 2020. The formal sale of Chametz to a nonJew takes place mid-morning of WEDNESDAY, 8 APRIL, 2020. The Rabbi should be empowered to sell the Chametz well before this
time. Please note the procedure for the sale of Chametz:
1.
The Rabbi is appointed as an agent of the seller of the Chametz to sell it to a non-Jew. The areas where the Chametz is stored
are also leased to the non-Jew and Chametz being sold should therefore be stored in an appropriately segregated area. The
non-Jew must be granted free access to the Chametz he purchases.
2.
This procedure is a bona fide sale in accord with Talmudic and secular law.
3.
It is prohibited to derive any benefit from Chametz which has been kept in possession of a Jew during Pesach. Therefore, care
should be taken to obtain Chametz after Pesach from someone who has sold his Chametz prior to Pesach. If in doubt in a
particular case, one should delay before buying from the Jew until one is reasonably certain that a new stock of Chametz has
been acquired.
4.
Should one receive or even inadvertently acquire Chametz or find Chametz in one’s premises during Chol Hamoed, the Chametz
should be burned (or destroyed). If received or found on Yom Tov, then handling it is prohibited since it is muktzeh. One
should cover it with a vessel until the end of Yom Tov and then burn it.
MECHIRAT CHAMETZ 5780 - DELEGATION OF POWER FOR SALE OF CHAMETZ
I, the undersigned, fully empower and permit Rabbi Danny Mirvis to act in my place and stead and on my behalf to sell all Chametz
possessed by me, knowingly or unknowingly, as defined by the Torah and Rabbinic law (e.g. Chametz, possible Chametz and all kinds
of Chametz mixtures). Also Chametz that tends to harden and adhere to inside surfaces of pans, pots or cooking and usable utensils,
and all kinds of live animals and pets that have been eating Chametz or mixtures thereof. He is also empowered to lease all places
wherein or whereon the Chametz owned by me may be found, particularly in the premises located at:
(Please list home, business, holiday home addresses as applicable, together with location of Chametz).

and elsewhere.
Rabbi Danny Mirvis has full right to appoint any agent or substitute in his stead and said substitute shall have full right to sell and
lease as provided herein. This power is in conformity with all Torah, Rabbinic and Civil laws.
Name
Address
Email

Phone

Signed

Date

 Please tick if you will be overseas during Pesach. Location: ________________________
Please note the following options:
It is a “Hiddur” (enhancement) to empower the Rabbi with a kinyan in person. In order to do so, please fill in this form
and bring it to him by private appointment, to any of his weekly Shiurim, or to his office at one of the following times:
Thur 26 Mar
Wed 1 April
Tues 7 April

10:00am – Midday
7.30pm – 9.30pm
7.30pm – 9.30pm

Sun 29 Mar
Sun 5 April

8.40am – 10.30am
8.40am – 10.30am

Alternatively, this form can be scanned and emailed to rae@mizrachi.com.au, delivered by hand to the Mizrachi office,
or faxed to (03) 9527 5665 by midday Tuesday 7 April. We cannot accept responsibility for forms sent after this time.
In conjunction with Kosher Australia Pty Ltd

